
Obstale to Fatorization of LPDOs(Extended Abstrat)Ekaterina Shemyakova Franz WinklerAbstratWe investigate the problem of approximate fatorization of linear partial di�erentialoperators of arbitrary order and in arbitrarily many variables. Given any suh operatorL and a spei�ed fatorization of its symbol, we de�ne the assoiated ring of obstalesto the fatorization of L extending the spei�ed fatorization of the symbol. We derivesome fats about obstales and give an exhaustive enumeration of obstales for operatorsof order two and three.IntrodutionWe onsider the problem of the fatorization of Linear Partial Di�erential Operators (LPDO)over some funtion spae. We start with the approah of Grigoriev and Shwarz [2℄, whogave an algorithm for fatorization of suh operators with separable symbol. In eah stepof this algorithm one has to solve a system of linear equations, whih was proved to haveat most one solution. So in eah step one either �nds the next homogeneous omponent offators in the fatorization or stops and onludes that there is no fatorization.We suggest to use the information obtained by the algorithm even in the ase of non-existene of any fatorization, that is to desribe what atually prevents a fatorization.We introdue the notion of a ommon obstale to fatorization. The idea goes bak toLaplae, who found his famous invariants as the ommon obstales for seond order stritlyhyperboli operators, as desribed in [4℄. Some partiular ases of this idea are onsideredin [3℄.A ommon obstale is not unique in general. However, we prove that all ommonobstales belong to the same lass in the ring of obstales, whih is the fator ring of thering of di�erential operators modulo the homogeneous ideal generated by the fators ofthe symbol. We say that this lass of ommon obstales is the obstale, whih is de�neduniquely.The paper is organized as follows: in Setion 1 we �x some notation. In Setion 2,we introdue the notion of a ommon obstale. Then, in Setion 3, we de�ne the ring ofobstales and the uniquely determined obstale. Uniqueness, order estimation, and behaviorof families of fatorizations are investigated. In Setion 4 and 5 exat formulae for allobstales of seond and third order operators are determined.



1 NotationLet K be a ommutative ring of funtions with 1 in the variables x1; : : : ; xn: Consider adi�erential ring K[X1; : : : ;Xn℄;where the di�erential variables X1; : : : ;Xn orrespond to the usual partial derivations�x1 ; : : : ; �xn respetively. We use the notationX(i1;:::;in) := Xi11 : : : Xinnand de�ne the (total) order in the usual fashion:jX(i1;:::;in)j = ord(X(i1;:::;in)) := i1 + � � � + in:The di�erential polynomial ring K[X1; : : : ;Xn℄ is graded by the total order. The elementsof K[X1; : : : ;Xn℄ are linear partial di�erential operators, whih we abbreviate as LPDO.Consider L 2 K[X1; : : : ;Xn℄ of order d and with the oeÆients aJ 2 K; J 2 Nn; that isL = XjJj�daJXJ = dXi=0 Li; (1)where Li = faJXJ j ord(XJ) = ig is alled a homogeneous omponent of L of order i [1℄.The homogeneous omponent Ld is alled the symbol of L and denoted by SymL:Now, we de�ne operations in K[X1; : : : ;Xn℄: for two LPDOs L (1) andM =XJ�r bJXJwe de�ne the ommon operation of operator omposition:L �M := XjIj�d;jJj�raIXI �bJ�J� ;the operation of the polynomial multipliation:L �M := XjIj�d;jJj�r �aIbJXI+J� :2 Common ObstaleIn this setion let L be an LPDO and let its symbol SymL be deomposed as SymL = S1 �S2:De�nition 2.1. We say that a fatorization L = L1 � L2 suh thatSymL1 = S1 and SymL2 = S2is of the type (S1)(S2) (or an extension of the fatorization SymL = S1 � S2).



Example 2.2. Consider the seond order operatorM = (ex + y)�2xx + (x+ (ex + y)y)�2xy + xy�2yy + �x + (x+ y)�y:The deomposition of the symbolSymM = (ex + y)X2 + (x+ (ex + y)y)XY 2 + xyY 2 = ((ex + y)X + xY )(X + yY )an be extended to the fatorizationM = ((ex + y)�x + x�y + 1) � (�x + y�y):Remark 2.3. In general, not every deomposition of the symbol an be expanded into afatorization of the operator.De�nition 2.4. An LPDO R 2 K[X1; : : : ;Xn℄ is alled a ommon obstale to fatorizationof the type (S1)(S2) if there exists a fatorization of the type (S1)(S2) for the operatorL�R and R has minimal possible order.Obviously, a ommon obstale is not uniquely de�ned.Remark 2.5. A ommon obstale always exists, although it may be equal to 0.Theorem 2.6. Let L be an LPDO in two variables, ord(L) = d, and SymL = S1 �S2; whereS1 and S2 are oprime. Then the order of a ommon obstale to a fatorization of the type(S1)(S2) is less or equal to d� 2.Remark 2.7. Let deg(S1) = deg(S2) = 1 and the number n of variables be 2. Then aommon obstale to fatorization of the type (S1)(S2) has order less or equal to 0. That is,any ommon obstale is a zero order operator.Remark 2.8. Let deg(S1) = 1; deg(S2) = 2 and the number n of variables be 2. Then aommon obstale to fatorizations has order less or equal to 1.3 Ring of obstalesIn this setion let L 2 K[X1; : : : ;Xn℄ and SymL = S1 � S2; where S1 and S2 are oprime.Denote the orders of S1 and S2 by k and l, respetively.De�nition 3.1. We de�ne the ring of obstales as the fator ringK(S1; S2) := K[X1; : : : ;Xn℄=hS1; S2i;where hS1; S2i is the homogeneous ideal generated by S1 and S2.When L has no fatorization of the type (S1)(S2), one may, nevertheless, apply thealgorithm of Grigoriev and Shwarz [2℄ to L, looking for a fatorization of suh a type. Inthis way, at every step one has to solve an equation in order to �nd the next homogeneousomponents of the fators of L. So, either there is a solution and we may proeed one morestep, or, otherwise, we stop and have a ommon obstale, whih is neessarily unique byonstrution.



De�nition 3.2. We all the ommon obstale obtained by the above algorithm the mainobstale.De�nition 3.3. We de�ne the obstale to fatorizations of the type (S1)(S2) as the wholeoset of the main obstale in K(S1; S2).Theorem 3.4. Any ommon obstale belongs to the same oset in K(S1; S2), that is theobstale is uniquely de�ned as an element of the ring K(S1; S2).Remark 3.5. So, the ommon obstale is not unique, but there are the main obstale andthe obstale, whih are uniquely de�ned.Remark 3.6. The fatorization of L of the type (S1)(S2) exists if and only if the obstaleequals zero. The fatorization of L of the type (S1)(S2) exists if and only if the mainobstale is zero.Theorem 3.7. The dimension of the ring of obstales K(S1; S2) in order d < k + l is�n+ d� 1n� 1 �� �(d� k)�n+ d� k � 1n� 1 �� �(d� l)�n+ d� l � 1n� 1 �;where �() := (1 if  � 0 ;0 otherwise:Example 3.8. Let k = l = 1. Then by the theorem 3.7 the dimension of the ring ofobstales� in order 0 is 1,� in order 1 is n� 2:Example 3.9. Let k = 1 and l = 2. Then by the theorem 3.7 the dimension of the ring ofobstales� in order 0 is 1,� in order 1 is n� 1;� in order 2 is n2�n�22 :Theorem 3.10. Let f be an arbitrary funtion in K: Then the obstale for the type (S1 �1f )(S2 � f) agrees with the obstale for the type (S1)(S2).



4 Obstale for seond order LPDOIn this setion we assume that n = 2, i.e. we are in the ase of two variables, and L 2K[X1;X2℄ is an LPDO of seond order. Suppose its symbol is deomposed as SymL = S1�S2,where S1 and S2 are oprime. Beause of theorem 3.10, it is enough to �nd the obstaleonly in the ase where the oeÆients in X1 in S1 and S2 are 1. So we may onsiderS1 = X1 + �X2; S2 = X1 + �X2;where �; � 2 K, as the general forms of S1 and S2. Then the LPDO L may be written asL = S1 � S2 + a10X1 + a01X2 + a00;for some a10; a01; a00 2 K: In this situation we an give an exat formula for the mainobstale of this type.Theorem 4.1. The main obstale of the type (S1)(S2) is2 � a10+ a00;where  = 1�� � (�x(�) + ��y(�) + a10�� a01) :Remark 4.2. The main obstale to a fatorization of the type is (S2)(S1) is2 � a10+ a00;where  = 1� � � (�x(�) + ��y(�) + a10� � a01) :Remark 4.3. So, now, from the formulae it is lear, that the obstale to fatorization of thetype (S1)(S2) is not the same as that of the type (S2)(S1).Remark 4.4. As mentioned at the beginning of this setion, the obstale in the ase S1 =X1; S2 = X2 an be obtained from Theorem 4.1 by a hange of variables. But for a seondorder operator it is easy to onsider the ase S1 = X1; S2 = X2 separately. Namely, we may�nd that the obstale P1 for the type (X1)(X2) isP1 = a00 � �x1(a10)� a10a01and the obstale P2 for the type (X2)(X1) isP2 = a00 � �x2(a01)� a10a01:Remark 4.5. One may note that the obtained obstales P1 and P2 are exatly the Laplaeinvariants of a stritly hyperboli seond order LPDO [4℄ .



5 Obstale for third order LPDOIn this setion we assume that n = 2, i.e. we are in the ase of two variables, and L 2K[X1;X2℄ is an LPDO of third order. Suppose its symbol is deomposed asSymL = S1 � S2 � S3:Beause of Theorem 3.10, we may assume that the oeÆients in X1 in S1 and S2 are 1.So, we may say that the following are the general forms for S1; S2; S3:S1 = X1 + s1X2; S2 = X1 + s2X2; S3 = X1 + s3X2;where s1; s2; s3 2 K: Thus, in this setion we may onsider the following as the general formof L: L = S1 � S2 � S3 + L2 + L1 + L0;where L2 = a20X21 + a11X1X2 + a02X22 ; L1 = a10X1 + a01X2; L0 = a00and all aij 2 K:In he following we determine the main obstale to the fatorization of L for everyombination of S1; S2; S3 into two fators of the form (Si)(SjSk) or (SjSk)Si. It is onvenientto introdue the following notation.De�nition 5.1. For �; �;  2 K and s 2 f�1; 1g we de�nedet(�; �; ; s) := s( � �)(� � �);p10(�; �; ; s) := 1det(�; �; ; s) ((�� + ��+ �)a20 � �a11 + a02);p01(�; �; ; s) := 1det(�; �; ; s) (��a20 � �a11 + (��+ � + )a02);p00(�; �; ; s) := 1det(�; �; ; s) (�2a20 � �a11 + a02);
P1(�; �; ) := (a10 � S1(p10(�; �; ; s)) + g00p01(�; �; ; s)) �X1+(a01 + S1(p01(�; �; ; s)) + g00p01(�; �; ; s)) �X2 + a00;P2(�; �; ) := a10X1 + (a01 � (S1 � S2 + p10(; �; �; 1)X1+p01(; �; �; 1)X2)())X2 + a00 � (S1 � S2)(p00(; �; �; 1)):Remark 5.2. Note that in the pI(�; �; ; s); I 2 f(10); (01); (00)g and P1(�; �; ) the seondand the third variables ommute, while in P2(�; �; ) the �rst and the seond variablesommute.Theorem 5.3. For the types (Si)(Sj � Sk) and (Sj � Sk) � (Si); where Si is oprime withSj � Sk; the main obstales are P1(si; sj; sk) and P2(sj ; sk; si), respetively.
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